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mormon in motion is most certainly a contribution to mormon
biography it is a vivid account of james H hart one of the early
saints who spent his life building the kingdom it is the second signific ant mormon biography to appear in 1978
nificant
but this book is different from the other significant biography
17 kimball in its accomplishment for church members this
spencer wW
second biography is a successful study written in spite of a rather
severe lack of materials where ed and andy kimball had more materials than they could possibly use plus a living subject to talk
with ed hart had only four small journals that covered but a small
part of the life of his grandfather because this is the kind of probfore bearers mormon in motion
lem many of us face in writing of our forebearers
demonstrates how it can be done successfully too many biographies simply print the available journals with very little study or
interpretation or editing there is little attempt to set them in their
milieu or to fill in the subjects life before and after the period the

journals cover

in mormon in motion professor hart has done an admirable job
recognizing that the journals had to be the main part of his book
he has spent many years searching to gather everything available
about his grandfathers life before and after the years covered by the
journals even so the gaps in information of the life of james H
are significant especially in the later years professor hart sets
an example in his decision to treat the materials by subject rather
than by straight chronology some readers may find this treatment
disconcerting but even so what is important is the example and the
success achieved professor hart shows others how this common
problem of incomplete information can be handled his book was
not dashed off in a couple of weeks before a family reunion but was
a project of years of scholarly research and study though the major
part of the manuscript won the first prize award in the utah state
institute of fine arts competition for biography in 1973 it was
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some five years later before professor hart felt the manuscript was
suitable for publication
part 11
II the journals is of course the best part of the book professor hart has provided excellent explanatory notes throughout
when the journal entries are in french translation is provided but
the real fascination of the journals is not simply informational it is
the presentation of james H hart the real man who came through
trials of life more severe than most of us will ever face and emerged
with a steadfast faith that the lord was just and would set all seeming injustices right there are numerous incidents of his great faith
and devotion he had an absolute faith in the brethren he truly sustained those who were placed over him this is exemplified in his
record of the difficulty he had with his mission president to whom
he was first counsellor ths
ohs mission president was obviously in error
and in fact was very rude to the harts it was a most difficult time
for james H hart was married at the time and his wife was expecting their first child yet as he wrote about the conflicts he maintained his position as a faithful latter day saint retaining his absolute faith in the brethren remaining in his calling and serving the
lord even after his wife miscarried most probably from the emotional complications of their situation totally trusting in the lords justice hart said after they had lost the baby all will be well p
88 and it was in time he and his three wives had ten children
mormon in motion presents james H hart as an exemplary representative
senta tive of the mormon pioneer of the last half of the nineteenth
century especially in his blend of practicality and spirituality hart
was always ready to bear testimony to teach the gospel of jesus
christ and to baptize those who came believing he himself had
great faith he believed in miracles and expected them he often
scolded his companions for not having more faith for not anointing
their sick and for not healing them through the power of their faith
and priesthood but at the same time he was a man of great works
who often insisted on reasonable and logical explanations for things
that faith apparently did not explain
mormon in motion builds testimony one cannot read it without
being affected by the life of james H hart one who fought the
good fight and won his life inspires us all to fight harder to sacrifice more willingly and to build the kingdom wherever we may be
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